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How long have I been here? 

 

Subconsciously, he roughly knew that someone was treating him. Although there were some occasional 

scolding, kicking on the bed, and flying objects being hurled at him, she was indeed trying to save his 

life. 

 

It should be the legendary Francesca Felch. I heard her addressing herself by the name. 

 

Despite not knowing how she found him, he was grateful that he managed to recover. 

 

Needless to say, Zachary felt indebted to Francesca. 

 

However, he could not understand why Charlotte and his family members couldn't find him even after 

so long. 

 

He felt that someone was tracking Francesca down. Those people had hoped to find him through 

Francesca with malicious intent. 

 

Who are those people? 

 

If there are people tracking me down, that means something bad must have happened to my family. If 

not, these people would not have the chance to try to harm me. 

 

What happened back home? 

 

How is Charlotte and the children? 

 



Just now Francesca said that her baby is in trouble. Who is her baby? 

 

She has gone out already. 

 

Bearing those thoughts in mind, Zachary turned his head to look for his phone to contact Charlotte. 

 

However, everything in the room was primitive. There was not even a single electronic gadget in there. 

 

Zachary also could not summon and communicate with the animals like Francesca. 

 

Hence, he had no choice but to dismiss those thoughts. 

 

At that very moment, he only wanted to recover quickly and return home. 

 

The thought of being separated from Charlotte and his children made him want to stand up and leave 

immediately. Nevertheless, apart from his head and neck, the other parts of his body were stiff and 

immobile. 

 

However, he could feel the subtle changes occurring in his body. The numbness on his head before this 

had vanished, and he also regained some clarity of thoughts. 

 

That meant that the poison in his body was under control. 

 

Perhaps he could fully recover in the near future. 

 

I will get better. I'm sure of that. 

 

It started to rain outside. 



 

On the one hand, Zachary was overwhelmed by negative thoughts while lying on the bed. On the other 

hand, Francesa had left the forest in her old van and was racing toward Northridge. 

 

In the sky, a convocation of eagles followed her van at the same speed, protecting her like a convoy. 

 

After parking her van at the back of Northridge, she trespassed into the villa. 

 

It was already midnight and everyone was asleep. Only a few female bodyguards were on duty, and 

Francesca managed to slip through their watch effortlessly and into the villa. 

 

However, she bumped into a maid upon entering. 

 

She was holding a bottle of medicine and was on her way into a room. Upon seeing Francesca, she 

opened her mouth in shock and was about to scream. 

 

However, Francesca quickly subdued her in a split second, causing the maid to collapse on the ground. 

 

Francesca dashed toward the maid and grabbed the tray in her hands. Then, she placed the tray quietly 

on the ground before helping the maid to lean on the wall for support. After that, she sneaked into the 

adjacent room. 

 

In the room, there was a man who looked familiar. 

 

However, his atrocious looks indicated that he suffered major injuries and had fallen into a coma 

because of poison. 

 

In addition, the doctor that attended to him was not skilled nor competent. Even after a major surgery 

on his brain which resulted in drastic weight loss, his condition did not get better. 

 



Francesca initially did not want to bother him. But because he was a member of this family, she 

graciously performed some mysterious treatment on him before sneaking into the next room to find her 

child. 

 

“Mommy!” 

 

Gamma was waiting for her by the window for quite a long time. As eagles were circulating in the sky, 

she knew that her mother had arrived. 

 

Although her appearance was masked by a hat and a face mask, the green snake tattoo on her wrist was 

apparent. 

 

“Gamma, my baby!” Francesca leaped toward her and embraced Gamma affectionately. “Baby, I miss 

you so much.” 


